Sweeney Hall Room Access Guide

**Yellow Tower Card (new) or White Access Building Key Card:**

SH 101  
SH 214 (staff/faculty room)  
SH 231 (ChAD)  
SH 334 (TEd)  
SH 335 (TEd)  
SH 431 (Counselor Education)

**Yellow Tower Card:**

SH 446 (SAC room)

**White Access Building Key Card:**

SH 211 (ChAD)  
SH 212 (ChAD)  
SH 213 (TEd)  
SH 230 (Special Ed)  
SH 234  
SH 331  
SH 332  
SH 412 (EdD)  
SH 433 (CD&S)  
SH 447  
SH 448 (Ed Leadership)  
SH 449 (CD&S)